Children and families are invited to the enchanting world of Dora the Explorer, her animal-rescuing cousin Diego, and their friends Boots and Baby Jaguar! Here they can explore Isa’s Flowery Garden, help Tico gather nuts, join the Pirate Piggies’ crew as they set sail, and search for baby animals in the Rainforest Maze.

In *Dora and Diego—Let’s Explore!*, children and families will:

- **Sail the high seas in the Pirate Piggies’ Ship**—Climb aboard the pirate ship in search of treasure. Help Dora and Boots get the crew ready to sail the seas by following the Pirate Piggy Rules: dress like a pirate, sing a pirate song, always be polite, and share.
- **Travel through space in the Rocket Ship**—Dora’s space creature friends need help to find their way back to the Purple Planet. Operate the rocket ship control panel to navigate through the Milky Way, look out the porthole to see planets fly by, and connect stars to form a constellation. Once you arrive, explore the Purple Planet in your space suit!
- **Explore the Rainforest Maze**—Run, jump, crawl, and swing through the Rainforest Maze in search of baby animals hidden inside.
- **Care for baby animals in the Animal Rescue Center**—Learn how to care for red-eyed tree frogs, spider monkeys, jaguars, and crocodiles by placing them in Scan the Scanner. Then help Diego and Alicia examine, bandage, bathe, and feed the baby animals.
- **Collect nuts in the Nutty Forest**—Help Tico gather nuts to fuel his car before Swiper swipes them. If you see Swiper, tell him, “Swiper, no swiping!”
- **Tend Isa’s Garden**—Help Isa care for her garden by planting and watering flowers and sorting flowers by their shapes. Make sure to stop and smell the posies.

Preschoolers will role-play, solve problems, practice sharing and caring behaviors, and learn Spanish words. Everyone will celebrate a successful day—“We did it! ¡Lo hicimos!”

---

**Exhibit Specifications**

Size: 3,000 square feet; 279 square meters

Target Audience: Families with children 2 to 5 years old

Duration: Three months

---

Contact: Sarah Myers, Traveling Exhibits Project Manager
The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis
P.O. Box 3000, Indianapolis, IN 46206-3000
phone: 317-334-4107
sarahm@childrensmuseum.org
childrensmuseum.org
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